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Abstract
Background: Numerical 4D phantoms, together with associated ground truth
motion, offer a flexible and comprehensive data set for realistic simulations in
radiotherapy and radiology in target sites affected by respiratory motion.
Purpose: We present an openly available upgrade to previously reported meth-
ods for generating realistic 4DCT lung numerical phantoms, which now incor-
porate respiratory ribcage motion and improved lung density representation
throughout the breathing cycle.
Methods: Density information of reference CTs, toget her with motion from mul-
tiple breathing cycle 4DMRIs have been combined to generate synthetic 4DCTs
(4DCT(MRI)s). Inter-subject correspondence between the CT and MRI anatomy
was first established via deformable image registration (DIR) of binary masks of
the lungs and ribcage. Ribcage and lung motions were extracted independently
from the 4DMRIs using DIR and applied to the corresponding locations in the
CT after post-processing to preserve sliding organ motion. In addition,based on
the Jacobian determinant of the resulting deformation vector fields, lung densi-
ties were scaled on a voxel-wise basis to more accurately represent changes
in local lung density. For validating this process, synthetic 4DCTs, referred to as
4DCT(CT)s, were compared to the originating 4DCTs using motion extracted
from the latter, and the dosimetric impact of the new features of ribcage motion
and density correction were analyzed using pencil beam scanned proton 4D
dose calculations.
Results: Lung density scaling led to a reduction of maximum mean lung
Hounsfield units (HU) differences from 45 to 12 HU when comparing simulated
4DCT(CT)s to their originating 4DCTs. Comparing 4D dose distributions cal-
culated on the enhanced 4DCT(CT)s to those on the original 4DCTs yielded
2%/2 mm gamma pass rates above 97% with an average improvement of 1.4%
compared to previously reported phantoms.
Conclusions: A previously reported 4DCT(MRI) workflow has been success-
fully improved and the resulting numerical phantoms exhibit more accurate lung
density representations and realistic ribcage motion.

KEYWORDS
numerical phantom, lung, proton therapy

1 INTRODUCTION

Numerical 4D phantoms are widely used for simulation-
based research and development of both 4D imaging

This is an open access article under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial License, which permits use, distribution and reproduction in any
medium, provided the original work is properly cited and is not used for commercial purposes.
© 2023 The Authors. Medical Physics published by Wiley Periodicals LLC on behalf of American Association of Physicists in Medicine.

and radiotherapy. Thanks to the accessibility of the
underlying ground truth motions, they facilitate algorithm
validation and evaluation. As such, various numerical
phantoms have been proposed and used to investigate
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2 4DCT(MRI) NUMERICAL LUNG PHANTOMS

different motion mitigation techniques,1–3 imaging sim-
ulations and reconstruction algorithm developments,4–7

for simulations of online image guidance8,9 and treat-
ment planning studies,as well as to validate deformable
image registration (DIR) algorithms.10–12

Previously,we have described a workflow to construct
numerical 4DCTs of the liver13 and lung,14 referred
to as 4DCT(MRI)s, by mapping the respiratory motion
extracted from a 4DMRI (obtained from a volunteer)
onto a 3DCT (anatomy of a cancer patient). While
this approach could generate a library of various
patient anatomies, each showing different realistic free
breathing motion patterns, they suffer from two major
limitations: the ribcage remains static and lung density
changes are not considered, since direct image warp-
ing does not correctly take into account density variation
due to respiratory induced volume changes.

In this technical note, we present an updated ver-
sion of the previously proposed workflow,14 which now
incorporates realistic respiratory ribcage motion and
an improved representation of lung density variations
throughout the breathing cycle.

2 MATERIAL AND METHODS

For the detailed rationale and procedure for the gen-
eration of 4DCT(MRI)s, the reader is referred to our
original publication.14 In this new work, the updated
workflow to incorporate respiratory ribcage motion and
lung density variation is first described in Section 2.1.
We then provide an overview on the input data and intro-
duce the validation procedures in Sections 2.2 and 2.3.
All the source codes of the updated 4DCT(MRI) work-
flow can be found at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.
7052585 together with an example 4DCT(MRI). All
4DMRI motion data in the form of moving lung and
ribcage meshes are also available for download at
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7052607.

2.1 The updated 4DCT(MRI) workflow

The overall workflow for the generation of a 4DCT(MRI)
based on a reference CT and 4DMRI, now including
moving ribcage and lung density scaling, is illustrated in
Figure 1, with extensions in the updated workflow being
highlighted in green. First, we introduce the procedures
for extracting lung and ribcage motions from 4DMRI data
and describe how to transfer these motion fields onto
the reference CT geometry. We then elaborate on the
approach for combining the resulting deformation vec-
tor fields (DVFs) of the ribcage and the lungs for the
purpose of preserving sliding motion of the lungs along
the chest wall. Second, we introduce an approach for
correcting local lung densities, based on scaling factors

derived from the Jacobian determinant of the extracted
motion fields.

2.1.1 Joint lung and ribcage motion

Due to motion discontinuities, ribcage and lung motions
must be considered independently. For this, the body
is manually segmented into an internal region (e.g.,
lungs, heart, liver and other abdominal organs) and an
external region (e.g., bony anatomy and muscles) with
respect to the chest wall ( 0© in Figure 1). The two inde-
pendent DVFs (describing external ribcage and internal
lung motion) are obtained by applying DIR (Plasti-
match 1) between the reference end exhale (EE) MRI
and all other MRI time-steps using the aforementioned
region masks. A 3D multi-resolution B-spline registra-
tion was used, after an initial 3D affine registration as
pre-alignment, minimized using a mean-squared error
metric. To generate surfaces for both lung and ribcage
regions, the visualization toolkit VTK 2 is used on the
manually segmented binary masks (① and ④). As in
the original workflow,14 DIR is also used to register
the binary lung masks from a reference CT and the
MRI, in order to establish inter-subject correspondence.
Based on the resulting DVFs (②), the MRI lung surface
meshes are deformed to match the CT lungs, estab-
lishing mesh point correlation between the CT and MRI
meshes.These meshes are then deformed according to
the DVFs from the 4DMRI registration. From this, time-
resolved CT lung meshes (③) are obtained,by displacing
each CT mesh point according to the DVF motion vector
at the corresponding MRI mesh point.

A similar approach is now also applied for the ribcage.
More specifically, a landmark-guided DIR (⑤) deforms
the external region masks of the MRI and reference CT
(created in ④), using three predefined landmark loca-
tions, one at the bottom of the sternum and two in the
middle of the spine, which label the upper and lower
extent of the lungs respectively. In the case of unsatis-
factory registration results (e.g., local structure folding),
additional landmarks can be selected in locations with
registration difficulties. The MRI surface mesh is then
deformed into the CT anatomy according to the DIR
results to establish mesh point correlation in the ribcage
between the CT and MRI. Afterwards, the CT ribcage
mesh is deformed according to the 4DMRI motion of the
corresponding region (⑥).

Subsequently, these time-resolved ribcage and lung
CT meshes are used to create external and internal
DVFs in the reference CT geometry, by interpolat-
ing the vectors of the mesh points using a B-Spline
interpolation.15,16 Similarly, the inverse of these DVFs,
that is, the motion vector fields (MVF), are created

1 https://plastimatch.org/. Accessed: 2022-08-26.
2 https://vtk.org/. Accessed: 2022-08-26.
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4DCT(MRI) NUMERICAL LUNG PHANTOMS 3

F IGURE 1 Schematic representation of the workflow to generate a 4DCT(MRI) with moving ribcage and density scaling. New or modified
steps are indicated in green.

to warp the reference CT to ultimately generate the
4DCT(MRI) data sets. As inaccuracies (e.g., folding) in
the deformed surface meshes can occur and lead to
locally non-invertible vector fields,both vector fields, that
is DVFs and MVFs, are first smoothed with a Gaussian
kernel (𝜎 = 4 mm) using the insight toolkit ITK 3 to miti-
gate this. In the following,the resulting smoothed internal
and external MVF are referred to as M⃗int∕ext(x⃗).

When combining the two fields (external and internal)
however, gaps and overlaps that occur at the boundary
of the two regions, for example, due to sliding bound-
aries have to be corrected17 (⑦). For this, we use a
similar method as previously proposed for the XCAT
phantoms.18,19 A signed distance map S0(x⃗ref ) to the
boundary between the internal and external regions
on the reference CT is first calculated. Voxels (x⃗ref )
within the internal region are given a negative sign,

3 https://itk.org/. Accessed: 2022-08-26.

while voxels within the external ribcage are positive.This
distance map is warped with the internal and external
MVF, resulting in Sint(x⃗i) and Sext(x⃗i) for the deformed
voxel position x⃗i . Gaps and overlaps occur at points
x⃗i where Sint(x⃗i) ⋅ Sext(x⃗i) < 0. A new “average” distance
map S(x⃗i) =

1

2
[Sint(x⃗i) + Sext(x⃗i)] and thus a new sliding

interface, is then defined by the points x⃗i where S(x⃗i) = 0.
Gaps and overlaps are mitigated with a correction term
C⃗int∕ext(x⃗i) at each voxel x⃗i defined as

C⃗int∕ext(x⃗i) := Fint∕ext(x⃗i) ⋅ Lint∕ext(x⃗i) ⋅ ̂⃗cint∕ext(x⃗i). (1)

The direction ̂⃗cint∕ext(x⃗i) of the correction is obtained
by warping the gradient of the signed distance map
∇x⃗ref

S0(x⃗ref ) with M⃗int∕ext and calculating its direction
vector. The length of the correction is then defined as
Lint∕ext(x⃗i) = S(x⃗i) − Sint∕ext(x⃗i). Fint∕ext(x⃗i) represents a
linear diffusion process19,20 which is used to apply the
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4 4DCT(MRI) NUMERICAL LUNG PHANTOMS

F IGURE 2 Schematic representation of the correction process of the deformation vector field (DVF) (marked in blue).

correction fully at the gaps and the overlaps,whilst falling
off smoothly from one to zero away from the gap/overlap
areas. The MVFs of the two regions are then combined
and the correction term is added to obtain the final
corrected MVF

M⃗corr (x⃗i) =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

M⃗corr
int (x⃗i), for S(x⃗i) < 0

M⃗corr
ext (x⃗i), for S(x⃗i) > 0

, (2)

with

M⃗corr
int∕ext(x⃗i) = M⃗int∕ext(x⃗i) + C⃗int∕ext(x⃗i). (3)

This correction is then also applied to the DVF; a
schematic outline of this process is shown in Figure 2.
However, in contrast to the MVF, for which this correction
changes the endpoint of the vectors, this needs to be
applied to the origin of the vector for the DVF.To achieve
this, the correction field C⃗int∕ext(x⃗i) is first interpolated
to continuous points between the voxel positions. For
every vector of the DVF, we refer to the endpoint of
the vector as z⃗i . The corresponding correction is then
found by evaluating the continuous correction field at
z⃗i and making it negative. Afterwards, the origin of the
vector is changed. Since the origin of the deforma-
tion vectors might not coincide with the voxel positions,
an unweighted average over the six nearest neighbors
is taken.

2.1.2 Correction for motion-induced
density changes

In the enhanced approach described here, before
warping the reference CT (⑨), lung density scaling is
performed (⑧). For this, the determinant of the Jaco-

bian of the DVF det𝕁 can be used, which represents
the magnitude of local volume change. As lung mass
over the breathing cycle can be assumed constant (vol-
ume changes due to airflow and air has a density very
close to zero), the expected density fluctuations can be
modeled by scaling the density 𝜌(x⃗) of every voxel x⃗ with
det𝕁(x⃗),19,21–23 yielding

𝜌′(x⃗) =
1

det𝕁(x⃗)
𝜌(x⃗). (4)

In terms of Hounsfield units (HU), this yields

HUnew(x⃗) =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

1
det𝕁(x⃗)

(HU(x⃗) + 1000) − 1000, for x⃗ ∈ Ωlungs

HU(x⃗), for x⃗ ∉ Ωlungs

,

(5)

with

Ωlungs =
{

x⃗|x⃗ ∈ Ωmask
lungs ∧ HU(x⃗) < −150HU ∧

1
3
< det𝕁(x⃗) < 3

}
.

(6)

Such a density scaling however is only applied to vox-
els within the lung region Ωmask

lungs , as defined by the
lung masks.Furthermore,we consider that density does
not change for tissue with high HUs, as well as within
the tumor volume. Therefore, voxels in the lungs with
HU(x⃗) > -150 HU are excluded from the density scal-
ing, a threshold determined by the reference HU value
of adipose tissue. Furthermore, density changes larger
than a factor of three (1

3
< det𝕁(x⃗) < 3) are consid-

ered nonphysical and are also excluded. This threshold
was determined by evaluating the density changes of
original 4DCTs (via the Jacobian of the DVF).
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4DCT(MRI) NUMERICAL LUNG PHANTOMS 5

2.2 Base-line data sets

2.2.1 Volunteer 4DMRI data

All lung and ribcage motions used in this work are
extracted from time-resolved 3DMRIs (4DMRIs) of two
different volunteers (referred to as MRI1 and MRI2),
acquired and reconstructed using a navigator-based
approach.24 From each multiple breathing cycles (MR1:
35, MRI2: 23) have been extracted and used to gener-
ate the phantoms. Both studies have spatial resolutions
of 2.08 ×5.36× 2.08 mm3 and an effective temporal
resolution of 2.15 Hz.

2.2.2 Clinical CT data

4DCT data from four lung cancer/lymphoma patients
have been included in this study, providing variable
anatomies and large differences in lung shape, tumor
size and location. EE phases were extracted from each
and used as reference 3DCTs.CT1–CT3 are from early-
stage non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients.CT4
is from a B-cell lymphoma patient. All CTs have spa-
tial resolutions of 0.98 × 0.98 × 2 mm3. All 4DCTs
were acquired on Siemens CTs (Siemens Healthineers,
Erlangen, Germany) and reconstructed using phase-
sorting into 10 and 8 phases for CT1–CT3 and CT4,
respectively.

2.3 Validation of workflow

Here, we focus on validating the new features in the
updated workflow, that is ribcage motion and lung den-
sity scaling, as the original 4DCT(MRI) lung phantoms
have already been comprehensively validated.14 As a
validation tool, so-called 4DCT(CT)s were created by
using an identical workflow as described above, but
with motion extracted from the originating 4DCT, rather
than 4DMRI. To investigate the effectiveness of the
updated workflow, two types of 4DCT(CT)s were cre-
ated per patient - one based on the original procedure
(i.e., without considering ribcage motion or lung den-
sity changes) and one on the updated workflow. We
refer to these as “original 4DCT(CT)” and “enhanced
4DCT(CT)”, respectively. For all cases, both original
and enhanced 4DCT(CT)s were compared to their
originating 4DCT.

2.3.1 Geometrical validation

4DCTs and 4DCT(CT)s were first visually compared
focusing on their end inhale (EI) phases, which have the

largest motion and therefore changes, with respect to
the reference EE phases.

2.3.2 Density validation

Lung density changes during a breathing cycle were
investigated by calculating the mean HU intensity in
the lung using the manually segmented reference lung
masks for each time-step of the original 4DCT and
the original/enhanced 4DCT(CT)s. Further, for the EI
phase, where the biggest differences to the EE refer-
ence phase are expected, the distribution of densities
in the lung was analyzed. For the EI phase, voxel-
wise density differences to the 4DCT were analyzed
in terms of mean difference, standard deviation and
mean squared error. Additionally, digitally reconstructed
radiographs (DRRs)25 simulating anterior-posterior flu-
oroscopic imaging were generated for the EI phase of
the 4DCTs and 4DCT(CT)s. An analysis of the DRRs
in terms of relative differences is presented in the
Appendix. It should, however, be remarked, that HU
differences can also be a result of differences in motion.

2.3.3 Dosimetric validation

Finally, the dosimetric impact of the enhanced model-
ing of ribcage motion and lung density changes were
assessed using 4D dose calculations of pencil beam
scanned (PBS) proton treatment plans, which is one
of the most sensitive radiotherapy modalities to motion
and density changes due to the interplay effect between
the dynamical beam delivery and the patient’s breath-
ing motion. As such, 4D dose distributions using the
deforming dose grid algorithm13,26 were calculated for
each of the original 4DCTs, as well as the original and
enhanced 4DCT(CT)s using the beam model and deliv-
ery dynamics of PSI gantry 2.27 Similarity between dose
distributions was quantified using 3D gamma analysis
with criteria of 2%/2 mm (global) for all voxels receiv-
ing at least 10% of the prescription dose in the original
4DCT. For all four patients, a single field uniform dose
(SFUD) plan consisting of two fields, an ipsilateral and
ipsilateral anterior-lateral oblique (45 degrees),was cre-
ated. The field arrangement was chosen to spare the
heart and spine as well as having a significant amount
of lung tissue proximal to the tumor, to show the impact
of the density scaling and motion in the beam path.
All fields were optimized on the planning target vol-
ume (PTV) (clinical target volume (CTV) extended by
5 mm isotropic margin) of the static EE reference CT
with a prescription dose of 1 GyRBE per field. Plan opti-
mizations, static raycasting dose calculations28 and 4D
dose calculations were all performed in the in-house
treatment planning system developed at PSI.
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6 4DCT(MRI) NUMERICAL LUNG PHANTOMS

F IGURE 3 Overlay of example slices of end inhale phase of originating 4DCT (green) and 4DCT(CT) (pink) (top row: original 4DCT(CT);
bottom row: enhanced 4DCT(CT)).

3 RESULTS

3.1 Geometrical validation

In Figure 3, overlays of the EI phases of the 4DCT
and original and enhanced 4DCT(CT) are shown for all
four cases. In the internal (lung) region, both original
and enhanced 4DCT(CT) are very similar to the orig-
inating 4DCT, with the lung shape and the diaphragm
being almost identical.Small differences inside the lungs
and in the abdominal regions are due to residual errors
of DIR and inter- and extrapolation of the DVFs. Sub-
stantial differences between the 4DCT and original
4DCT(CT) (upper row of Figure 3) can however be
seen at the chest wall, the location of the ribs and for
the body surface. With the improved modeling of the
ribcage for the enhanced 4DCT(CT)s, these differences
almost vanish (bottom row of Figure 3), qualitatively
demonstrating the effectiveness and improved accu-
racy,when ribcage motion and lung density variation are
considered during 4D phantom generations.

3.2 Density validation

Figure 4 shows the mean lung HU intensity of each
phase of each originating 4DCT and both 4DCT(CT)s
for all four cases. A clear improvement can be observed
for the enhanced 4DCT(CT)s, as the mean lung HU
intensities are much closer to the original 4DCT,with dif-
ferences between the 4DCT and the original 4DCT(CT)
being up to 45 HU. The intensity fluctuations in the orig-
inal 4DCT(CT) (in a range of 6 − 23 HU compared to
reference 3DCT) are due to the fixed lung mask for all
time-steps in which the warped structures can move into
and out.

TABLE 1 Voxel-wise density differences [HU] in the lung
between end inhale phase of original/enhanced 4DCT(CT) and
4DCT. Mean difference, standard deviation (std) and mean squared
error (mse) are listed.

Original 4DCT(CT) Enhanced 4DCT(CT)
CT No mean ± std mse mean ± std mse

CT1 35 ± 108 12957 −8 ± 107 11438

CT2 32 ± 114 14017 −0.1 ± 88.4 7813

CT3 45 ± 112 14635 0.9 ± 81.3 6604

CT4 37 ± 119 15563 0.9 ± 101.6 10313

In the updated workflow, mean lung HUs of the
enhanced 4DCT(CT)s are much closer to the corre-
sponding values of the original 4DCT at all phases. As
such, the pronounced lung density variation between
inhalation and exhalation due to airflow can be observed
in the enhanced 4DCT(CT) in a similar way as the 4DCT.
For CT2–CT4, the mean lung density of the enhanced
4DCT(CT) and the 4DCT is very similar throughout
the whole breathing cycle, with maximum differences in
mean lung HU of only 4 HU. Slightly larger differences
between the 4DCT and 4DCT(CT) can be observed for
CT1, where the mean lung HU is underestimated by up
to 12 HU by the enhanced 4DCT(CT).The 4DCT of CT1
shows the largest motion extent, which results in more
high-density structures moving out of the EE reference
lung mask used for the calculations.

For the EI phase, mean voxel-wise density differ-
ence, the standard deviation and the mean squared
error between the 4DCT and the original and enhanced
4DCT(CT), respectively, is listed in Table 1.For all cases,
a reduction in the lung density differences can be
observed for the enhanced 4DCT(CT), with an average
reduction in the mean squared error of 36%.
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4DCT(MRI) NUMERICAL LUNG PHANTOMS 7

F IGURE 4 Comparison of mean lung intensity calculated from the originating 4DCT (red), the original 4DCT(CT) (blue) and enhanced
4DCT(CT) (green) for all phases. The dashed pink line represents the value derived from reference end exhale CT.

TABLE 2 The 2%/2 mm gamma pass rates [%] for 4D dose
calculations on 4DCT compared to original and enhanced 4DCT(CT)
and the resulting improvement.

4DCT(CT) 4DCT(CT)

CT No original enhanced Improvement

CT1 96.6 98.3 1.7

CT2 96.4 98.0 1.6

CT3 97.1 98.7 1.6

CT4 97.2 97.8 0.6

3.3 Dosimetric validation

In Figure 5, example dose distributions and correspond-
ing dose differences of the 4DCT,original and enhanced
4DCT(CT) for CT3 are compared. These show a pro-
nounced reduction of dose differences in the ribcage
and lung region for the enhanced 4DCT(CT). This is
confirmed by the gamma analysis results presented in
Table 2, with gamma pass rates improving to at least
97%, with an average improvement of 1.4%, for all
enhanced 4DCT(CT)s.

3.4 4DCT(MRI) data sets

Eight 4DCT(MRI) phantoms were generated using
the updated workflow, based on the four CTs and free

breathing motions from two 4DMRIs. Overlay images
of the EE reference CT and an EI state of an exam-
ple 4DCT(MRI) (CT3(MRI1)) are shown in Figure 6
using the previous and updated workflows respectively.
While both 4DCT(MRI)s show very similar internal lung
motion, the difference between the static ribcage (i.e.,
no difference visible between different breathing states
in Figure 6 (a) & (b)) and newly implemented ribcage
motion is clearly visible (difference at borders of lungs,
ribs and body surface in (c) & (d)). Additionally, a video
of three consecutive breathing cycles of the original
and enhanced example 4DCT(MRI) can be viewed in
the supplementary Video S1.

4 DISCUSSION

The results presented in this work show that the
4DCT(MRI) phantoms have been successfully improved
by incorporating updated features into the workflow
(Figure 1). As such, we believe the two major limitations
of the previously published workflow14 have success-
fully been mitigated. While the original 4DCT(MRI)
phantoms have a static ribcage, a method for including
ribcage motion into the 4DCT(MRI)s has been devel-
oped. Using a technique similar to what has been
proposed for the XCAT phantoms,18,19 the ribcage
motion is then combined with the lung motion and fur-
ther, a lung density scaling is implemented.19,21–23 Thus,
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8 4DCT(MRI) NUMERICAL LUNG PHANTOMS

F IGURE 5 4D dose distributions and dose differences for the example lung cancer case CT3. In (a)–(c) the dose distributions of the 4DCT,
original and enhanced 4DCT(CT) are shown. In (d) and (e) the 4D dose distributions of the 4DCT is subtracted from the dose distribution of the
original and enhanced 4DCT(CT). The CTV is marked in red. Dose distributions and differences are shown as percentages of the prescribed
dose.

F IGURE 6 Overlay of example slices of end exhale reference CT (green) and an end inhale state (pink) for CT3(MRI1). Results using
previously published workflow (a and b) show no difference in the ribcage between the breathing states due to the static ribcage and only
internal motion is visible. The newly implemented ribcage motion is visible for the updated 4DCT(MRI) (c and d).
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4DCT(MRI) NUMERICAL LUNG PHANTOMS 9

with the realistic ribcage motion and respiration-induced
lung density changes, the enhanced 4DCT(CT)s are
much closer to the original 4DCTs. Furthermore, valida-
tion through PBS proton 4D dose calculation, which is
very sensitive to both motion and density changes due
to the interplay effect, demonstrates that the enhanced
4D phantoms are more similar to 4DCTs, for exam-
ple, for applications in proton therapy. Therefore, it is
possible to create more realistic synthetic 4DCT phan-
toms, with accessible ground truth DVFs and inverse
MVFs. The ground truth vector fields and the density
heterogeneities make the 4DCT(MRI) phantoms suit-
able to study diverse applications such as DIR algorithm
validation,10 PBS interplay investigations,29 simulation
of motion mitigation techniques,30,31 image guidance9

and motion modeling.32 The described improvements
to the 4DCT(MRI) phantoms will further enable their
application where the respiratory ribcage motion is
indispensable, such as simulations of image-guided
radiotherapy based on patient surface motion (surface-
guided radiotherapy)33,34 and different immobilization
scenarios, for example, abdominal compression.35

Although the two major drawbacks of the lung
4DCT(MRI) phantoms have been successfully miti-
gated,some remaining limitations need to be mentioned.
Currently, structures such as the lungs and ribcage are
masked manually. It would be beneficial to focus in future
work on a flexible and mostly automated workflow, par-
ticularly for the structure segmentation, which would
allow for a quicker extension to further cases (both
motion patterns and CT anatomies). This would also
facilitate the use of a mask of the bony anatomy (i.e.,
individual ribs and spine) to establish correspondence
through DIR. The current approach, using an external
body mask, can lead to difficulties in the inter-subject
registration for pronounced anatomical differences (e.g.,
due to sex, weight). These could be improved by using
bony masks alone.

Furthermore, only sliding organ motion along the
chest wall is conserved. Although this does not lead to
a large impact for applications of the 4DCT(MRI)s as a
lung phantom, the described workflow could easily be
extended to other abdominal organs (e.g., liver13) where
sliding boundaries may be present.

Another limitation is the use of a 4DMRI motion library
from two healthy volunteers. As such, the respiratory
motion of healthy volunteers might be different from
lung cancer patients and cancerous tissue may move
differently, which could result in unrealistic motion and
deformations of the tumor.To solve this, the area around
the tumor could be modeled to be incompressible, simi-
lar to techniques in image registration,36 which has also
been proposed for the XCAT phantom.19 On the other
hand, the 4DCT(MRI) phantoms are based directly on
patient image data and maintain the realistic represen-
tation of tissue heterogeneity, tumor shape and structure
from the CT, which is important for dose calculation. In

contrast, the original XCAT phantom18 organs were gen-
erally defined as homogeneous materials and only later
was structure heterogeneity accounted for using models
or machine learning approaches.37–40

5 CONCLUSION

A previously described workflow for the generation
of 4DCT(MRI) lung phantoms has been successfully
improved by incorporating both ribcage motion and lung
density variations. The updated workflow was exten-
sively validated using 4DCT(CT)s and 4D proton dose
calculation. Thus, our enhanced 4DCT(MRI) phantoms
exhibit a more realistic density representation within the
lungs throughout the whole breathing cycle, as well as
realistic ribcage motion and sliding organ motion along
the chest wall. The evaluation with 4D dose distribu-
tions calculated for motion sensitive PBS proton plans
showed improvements of the phantoms compared to
those previously generated.
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A PPENDIX : DEN S IT Y VA L IDAT ION
THROUGH DRR
Digitally reconstructed radiographs (DRRs) simulating
anterior-posterior fluoroscopy have been generated for
the end-inhalation (EI) phase of the 4DCT and the
original and enhanced 4DCT(CT). Overlays of DRRs
of the 4DCT and enhanced 4DCT(CT) are shown
on the left of Figure A1. Further, the DRRs of the
original and enhanced 4DCT(CT)s were subtracted
from the originating 4DCTs (Figure A1 middle and
right). Clear differences due to the static ribcage of
the original 4DCT(CT)s are visible and the individual
ribs are even visible, which is not the case for the
enhanced 4DCT(CT)s. For the original 4DCT(CT)s the
overestimation of the lung densities is visible in blue.

TABLE A1 Percentage of pixels inside the body [%] with a
relative DRR difference larger than 5%, smaller than −5% and their
sum. DRRs of the end inhale phase of the original and enhanced
4DCT(CT) were subtracted from the end inhale phase of the
originating 4DCT.

Original 4DCT(CT) Enhanced 4DCT(CT)
CT No > 5% < −5% abs > 5% > 5% < −5% abs > 5%

CT1 2.3 4.1 6.4 3.7 1.4 5.1

CT2 4.9 6.4 11.3 1.7 1.2 2.9

CT3 10.7 7.0 17.7 6.9 2.7 9.6

CT4 6.4 2.8 9.2 8.2 1.0 9.2

Further, the percentages of pixels within the body
with a relative difference larger than 5% or smaller
than −5% are listed in Table A1. For CT2 and CT3,
with more pronounced ribcage motion, the DRR differ-
ences are clearly reduced, showing the importance of
the ribcage motion. CT1 and CT4, on the other hand,
show smaller differences, in the original 4DCT(CT) due
to smaller ribcage motion, but also a smaller reduc-
tion in the differences for the enhanced 4DCT(CT). CT4
shows pronounced differences in the external region,
which could be explained by differences between the
EI phase of the 4DCT and the EE reference phase
used for the 4DCT(CT). Moreover, for CT1 the den-
sity might be locally overestimated for the enhanced
4DCT(CT).
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12 4DCT(MRI) NUMERICAL LUNG PHANTOMS

F IGURE A1 Digitally reconstructed radiograph overlay of end inhale phase of 4DCT (green) and enhanced 4DCT(CT) (pink) and relative
DRR pixel differences (colorbar in [%]) for EI state of 4DCT and original and enhanced 4DCT(CT), respectively.
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